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FDA Advisers Are Angry at Moderna for Hiding Data

By Igor Chudov, January 16, 2023

It turns out that the FDA advisers approved Moderna booster shots based on “antibody
counting,” a quack medicine approach called immunobridging. The reason immunobridging
is medical quackery is pointed at by the “laughing emoji” above. Despite having “more
antibodies,” MORE people in the bivalent group caught Covid compared to people in the
monovalent (old booster) group.

Congress Must Investigate Pfizer’s Other Dangerous Boondoggle: Paxlovid

By Daniel Horowitz, January 16, 2023

Our government purchased, without question, billions of dollars’ worth of Pfizer’s new drug,
Paxlovid, without any independent studies vouching for its safety, even though its ritonavir
component is an AIDS drug contraindicated with 32 common drug categories taken by
seniors, such as statins and steroids.

Declassified Intelligence Files Expose Inconvenient Truths of Bosnian War

By Kit Klarenberg and Tom Secker, January 16, 2023

A  trove  of  intelligence  files  sent  by  Canadian  peacekeepers  expose  CIA  black  ops,  illegal
weapon  shipments,  imported  jihadist  fighters,  potential  false  flags,  and  stage-managed
atrocities.

Russia-Ukraine War: How the US Paved the Way to Moscow’s Invasion. Jonathan Cook
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By Jonathan Cook, January 16, 2023

Barely six months before Putin invaded Ukraine, President Joe Biden pulled the US military
out of Afghanistan after a two-decade occupation. It was the apparent fulfilment of a pledge
to end Washington’s  “forever  wars”  that,  he warned,  “have cost  us  untold  blood and
treasure”.

The Stepan Bandera Memorial Nuke. “The Kremlin is claiming that Ukraine is developing
nuclear weapons”

By Kurt Nimmo, January 16, 2023

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) responded by announcing a visit to two
locations suspected of work on nuclear weapons. Meanwhile, the USG denounced “Russia’s
transparently false allegations that Ukraine is preparing to use a dirty bomb on its own
territory” and characterized it “as a pretext for escalation” of the Russian SMO.

The  History  of  Japan  and  China.  Unspeakable  Atrocities  Against  the  Chinese  People.
Kishida’s “Shameful Subservience to the US”

By Kim Petersen, January 16, 2023

Japan’s current prime minister Fumio Kishida ought to consider Murayama’s advice to look
squarely at Japan’s history with neighboring countries. However, before addressing Kishida’s
recent demands of China, there are some pertinent questions to consider in the relationship
between the two countries?

“Lay Down Your Arms!” Man Awake! “War is the glorification of violence”

By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, January 16, 2023

For anyone seriously thinking about how the Third World War can still be stopped and a
possible “final solution of the human question” prevented, Bertha von Suttner’s novel with
the  stirring  appeal  “Lay  Down  Your  Arms”,  published  in  German  in  1889,  is  to  be
recommended.

2023 Outlook for Ukraine. Scott Ritter

By Scott Ritter, January 16, 2023
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Given  the  duplicitous  history  of  the  Minsk  Accords,  it  is  unlikely  Russia  can
be diplomatically dissuaded from its military offensive. As such, 2023 appears to be shaping
up as a year of continued violent confrontation.

Treachery to Some, Opportunism to Others—Horse-trading in the U.S. Congress.

By Barbara Nimri Aziz, January 16, 2023

The Left, indeed all of today’s Democrats, would do well to view as a lesson in politics, the
successful  far-right  GOP  strategy  to  bend  House-Speaker-in-waiting  McCarthy  to  their
will. Liberal commentators watching the horse-trading on the House floor earlier this month,
suggested their side could never stoop so low.

Assange: The Decisive Moment

By Berenice Galli and Manlio Dinucci, January 16, 2023

Julian  Assange‘s  father  John  Shipton  announces  from  Australia  in  this  interview  with
Berenice Galli, a novelty that could be decisive for his son’s destiny: “I feel that we will
prevail and that Julian will be free. I feel it, I see it, I perceive it through the hundreds of
contacts I have all over the world”.

The  Plan  of  “Breaking  up  the  Country”.  “The  Decolonization”  of  Russia,  Fomenting
Separatism and “Ethnic Nationalism”

By Prof. Yakov M. Rabkin and Prof. Samir Saul, January 15, 2023

The war in the Ukraine has revived Western plans of dismembering Russia and, in the words
of the promoters of this idea, to complete the dismantlement of the Soviet Union. Active
efforts,  including  ample  funds,  are  being  spent  on  fomenting  ethnic  nationalism  among
Russia’s  many  ethnic  groups.

CIA Arrives in Libya to Manipulate Elections

By Steven Sahiounie, January 15, 2023

On January 13, special envoys from the US, France, Germany, Italy, and the UK met in
Washington, DC. at the invitation of the US envoy to Libya, Richard Norland.  The western
diplomats discussed setting an election deadline, staging the elections, and coercing the
Libyans into agreeing with the western plans.
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Is Biden Being Blackmailed to Send US Combat Troops to Ukraine?

By Mike Whitney, January 15, 2023

Billionaire elites are using their power over the media, the political class and public opinion
to coerce Joe Biden into sending US troops to Ukraine to prevent a Russian victory. Idiot
conservatives think the media is actually doing their job for once by accurately reporting
Biden’s alleged transgressions.
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